Urban Public Transport systems must periodically close certain links for maintenance, which can have significant e↵ects on the service provided to passengers. In practice, the e↵ects of closures are mitigated by replacing the link with a simple shuttle service. However, alternative shuttle services could reduce inconvenience at lower operating cost. This paper proposes a model to select shuttle lines and frequencies under budget constraints. A new formulation is proposed that allows a minimal frequency restriction on any line that is operated, and minimizes passenger inconvenience cost, including transfers and frequency-dependent waiting time. This model is applied to a shuttle design problem based on a real world case study of the MBTA network of Boston (USA). The results show that additional shuttle routes can reduce passenger delay in comparison to the standard industry practice, while also distributing delay more equally over passengers, at the same operating budget. The results are robust under di↵erent assumptions about passenger route choice behavior. Computational experiments show that the proposed formulation, coupled with a preprocessing step, can be solved faster than prior formulations. Address
Introduction
Rail systems such as Boston's metro, London's underground, and Netherlands' passenger rail network must periodically deal with link closures and capacity limitations due to maintenance. Such link closures can cause significant delays for passengers which in turn can have long-term e↵ects on their perceptions of the service. Passengers' appreciation of the public transport system is often an important performance measure in granting concessions to operate the network. Therefore limiting the negative e↵ect of these disruptions is extremely important for public transport operators. ⇤ E-mail corresponding author: ehurk@rsm.nl Operators' standard procedure when facing these major disruptions is to replace the closed link with a shuttle service. However, additional shuttle services in the vicinity of the disrupted area may reduce passenger inconvenience at similar operating cost. This paper studies the Shuttle Planning for Link Closures (SPLC ) problem that concerns the location and frequency design of shuttle lines for link closures. The research is meant to support operators in minimizing passenger inconvenience under budget constraints when facing link closures. The aim is to develop a model that can solve realistic cases comprising a large number of Origin Destination pairs (OD-pairs) fast.
We propose a new mixed integer formulation for the SPLC. Key features of the model are that it includes a minimum operating frequency restriction for all candidate shuttle lines, and frequency-dependent passenger inconvenience costs such as transfers and waiting time costs, and it allows for a change in frequencies for both the existing network and the shuttle lines. A path reduction process is proposed that reduces the problem size significantly. Computational experiments indicate that the new formulation, together with the path reduction process, is able to solve realistic problems with large numbers of OD-pairs quickly.
The practical relevance of the proposed model is demonstrated based on a real world case study. The results indicate that (1) solutions for realistic sized problems with a large number of OD pairs can be generated fast, (2) allowing the selection of shuttles beyond the disrupted area, and allowing changes of frequency in the full network, can reduce both passenger inconvenience and operating cost, (3) inconvenience of the closure is distributed more evenly over passengers, and worst case delays are reduced, and (4) solutions are relatively robust with respect to di↵erent assumptions on passenger behavior.
The three key contributions of this paper are summarized as:
• a novel mixed-integer formulation for the SPLC that a) allows to specify a minimum operating frequency for lines and b) includes frequency dependent passenger inconvenience costs.
• the proposition of a path reduction process that a) reduces problem size and therefore b) allows including large numbers of OD-pairs in the model.
• demonstration that the proposed methodology proposes practically relevant solutions quickly for realistic problem sizes based on a real world case study.
The proposed model and path reduction step may also be applicable for more general line planning problems. Moreover, computational experiments indicate that the solution speed may be high enough to use for real time occurrence of link closures due to disruptions as well.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a problem description, Section 3 presents related work, and the problem formulation is described in Section 4, together with the proposed model. Two important preprocessing steps, to reduce problem size and increase speed, are presented in Section 5. Section 6 discusses the results of the application of the proposed model to a real world case study. Finally Section 7 summarizes the paper and draws conclusions.
Problem description
Consider the public transport network in Figure 1 which consists of two lines: line 1 connecting stations A to G and line 2 connecting stations S to Z. A link closure between stations E and X disconnects the northern branch of line 1 from the rest of the network. Replacement shuttles are needed to restore the network connectivity while providing sufficient capacity and minimizing the inconvenience experienced by passengers due to the closure.
Standard practice introduces a single new shuttle line reconnecting stations a↵ected by the closure (line 3 in Figure 1 ). This default route is easy to implement as the required capacity of the shuttle can be estimated from the expected demand on the closed link, and passengers can easily find the replacement shuttle by following their standard route. However, when the majority of trips originates beyond the disrupted area, this introduces two additional transfers for most passengers, where the additional travel time depends on the frequency of both the shuttle line and the regular line in addition to the extra running time of the shuttle.
Other shuttle lines could be more convenient for passengers and have similar operating cost. For example, if stations D and T are major demand generators, the opening of an additional shuttle line (line 4 in Figure 1b ) could significantly reduce passenger inconvenience by providing a faster connection and reducing the number of transfers. The attractiveness of such a line will depend on the shuttle frequency which determines the waiting time of passengers boarding the line, and on the number of transfers of passengers using this line. The proposed model specifically includes frequency dependent transfer and waiting time cost. The SPLC model determines the optimal set of shuttle lines and their frequencies to minimize passenger inconvenience within a budget constraint given passenger demand, a transportation network, a set of candidate shuttle lines with minimum and maximum frequencies, and a link closure. Alternatively the operating cost could be weighted against the passenger inconvenience. The budget is defined as a maximum number of vehicles, equal to the number of vehicles needed for the standard solution. Passenger inconvenience is measured by the route assignment of passenger demand to paths, including transfers, in the public transport network.
The SPLC model simultaneously assigns passengers to paths and selects frequencies for the lines, as these are interdependent. The attractiveness of a path depends on the service frequency, while the required frequency depends on the demand for that line. However, including passenger assignment in the optimization model would lead to minimizing inconvenience for all passengers, instead of for each individual. In a system with free route choice and capacity constraints, the model's passenger assignment may therefore di↵er from the actual passenger flows. Consequently, the assignment of passengers to paths is restricted to a set of reasonable paths in the optimization model. A path is reasonable if it cost is within a small increment of the standard path. Moreover, the solution's quality is evaluated under several di↵erent assumptions about passenger behavior.
Related work
Link closures can cause significant disturbances in public transport networks. The di↵erent models proposed to increase the robustness of public transport networks and timetables to relatively small delays (Cicerone et al., 2009; Fischetti and Monaci, 2009; Liebchen et al., 2010) are aimed at the planning phase. Link closures however, are not, and cannot, be taken into account in this planning of standard operations, as they occur infrequently and require significant alterations from normal operations. Therefore, they are considered within the broader category of real-time disruption management, even if they are planned. At the same time, the problem of minimizing passenger inconvenience under planned closures through the introduction of shuttles also has a strong link to the strategic problem of line planning.
Disruption Management: Disruption management aiming at minimizing passenger delay was first studied in the context of airlines. Lan et al. (2006) examined the problem of reducing passenger delay through the rerouting and retiming of flights. Jespersen-Groth et al. (2009) discuss disruption management in rail transportation focussing on the three sub-problems of adjusting the timetable, rescheduling crews, and rescheduling rolling stock. Initially research in the area of disruption management in high frequency public transport focused on the complex questions of how to reschedule resources. For instance, Nielsen et al. (2012) and Cacchiani et al. (2012) focus on rolling stock rescheduling in the case of disruptions. Pottho↵ et al. (2010) and present research on crew rescheduling.
Recent focus is shifting to using passenger service quality explicitly as the objective. Both and Cadarso et al. (2013) incorporate passenger rerouting in the optimization of capacity rescheduling. present a model for rolling stock rescheduling. Cadarso et al. (2013) also include timetabling decisions. Both studies use minimization of passenger delay as the objective. Both papers assume that arrival times of passengers are based on the schedule and thus delay is defined by the deviation from the planned timetable. Veelenturf et al. (2013) extend the passenger-oriented disruption management approach for resource rescheduling by studying the benefit of altering the stop sequence of a line. They allow adding or removing a stop of a line. Cacchiani et al. (2014) provide an extensive overview of real time rescheduling in passenger rail transport, noting that most research is focused on small delays with little attention given to major disruptions, such as link closures.
Line Planning: The introduction of shuttle services to minimize the negative e↵ects of a link closure is essentially a network re-design problem. Therefore, it is strongly linked to the line planning problem. Ceder and Wilson (1986) present a framework that divides the problem into two parts: the generation of a line pool, and the selection of lines from this pool. This approach is followed by most of the research in this area. An excellent overview can be found in Schöbel (2011) . Claessens et al. (1998) solve the line planning problem for the Dutch passenger railway network. They assume the line pool is given and the demand per link is fixed. They propose a branch and price method for selecting lines. Their formulation is unique in introducing separate, binary decision variables that not only represent the decision of which line to include, but also at what capacity to operate it.
In contrast to Claessens et al. (1998) , both Schöbel and Scholl (2006) and Borndörfer et al. (2007) include continuous frequency variables, and include the dynamic routing of passengers. Both suggest a column generation approach to solve the model, replacing the multi-commodity flow model for the routing of passengers by a path formulation. This greatly reduces the number of decision variables needed to solve the problem, as instead of one decision variable per OD-group per edge in the network, a decision variable per path is included. Column generation requires solving the LP relaxation of the main model. However, this may result in opening some lines at a very low frequency, which makes them less attractive to passengers. These models do not include a relation between the frequency of a line and the cost of passengers traveling on the line, nor do they include a minimum frequency restriction conditional on whether the line is operated. Both are part of the proposed model in this paper.
Finally Kaspi and Raviv (2012) present an alternative heuristic approach aiming at overcoming the rounding problem while including the dynamic routing of passengers. The heuristic solves the line planning problem simultaneously with the timetabling problem, thereby minimizing passenger travel time including waiting time and transfers, as well as operating cost.
Shuttle planning for link closures and link failures: Pender et al. (2013) , in their survey of disruption management practices, note that bus bridging is the most common approach to link closure or failure in rail networks. Pender et al. (2009) evaluated crossovers in the context of bus bridging and link closures, but did not look at the optimal selection of shuttle routes, which is the focus of this work. Kepaptsoglou and Karlaftis (2009) present a methodological framework for what they call 'the bus bridging problem', which is similar to the problem of shuttle planning for link closures. As is customary in planning, they split the problem into two parts: the generation of possible bus bridging routes and the capacity assignment to those routes. Their heuristic approach changes possible routes found through a shortest path method.
The work of Jin et al. (2013) is closest to this work, presenting a three-step procedure: a) generating routes using column generation; b) selecting the feasible routes; and c) assigning capacity to the selected routes. They show that adding 'non-intuitive' routes can significantly reduce passenger delay. They focus on routes starting and ending at the edges of the disruption, although the approach can be extended to include other stations.
In their more recent work, Jin et al. (2014) , steps (b) and (c) are integrated into a single optimization model that includes a modest time-tabling component for shuttle buses, and includes transfer-to-shuttle bus times in the calculation of passenger delay. The method was applied in a network of around a 100 nodes, and a limited set of OD pairs (26).
The contribution of the current paper is the development of a method for link closures with dynamic passenger routing that can solve real life problem instances with a large number of OD-pairs (1397) thanks to a path reduction pre-processing step. The proposed formulation combines the path-formulation of Schöbel and Scholl (2006) and Borndörfer et al. (2007) with the capacity formulation of Claessens et al. (1998) , and adds a flexible capacity assignment. The formulation allows specifying a frequency-dependent path cost, thus including frequency-dependent passenger waiting time and transfer times. Furthermore, a minimum frequency restriction can be included on the condition that a line is operated, preventing lines being included at very low frequencies. Finally, the concept of reasonable paths is used to prevent the assignment of passengers to overly altruistic paths, and indeed, solutions prove relatively robust under di↵erent passenger behavior assumptions. Complex cases can be solved in one minute, making the model also a candidate for online application.
Problem formulation
The SPLC problem is static, with the link closure lasting for the full planning horizon. Full information about the location and duration of the closure, as well as the substitute shuttle services is available to passengers in advance, which is a natural assumption in the context of planned closures. The pool of candidate shuttle lines is given. Moreover, a set of candidate frequencies is given for both shuttle lines and existing lines. The passenger capacity of a segment of a line is defined by the geographical route and the selected frequency of the line. The SPLC model solution selects those frequencies for existing lines and shuttle lines that minimize passenger inconvenience at reasonable operating cost.
The demand matrix is given and fixed, and passengers are assumed to arrive randomly over time.
The assumption of random arrivals is consistent with high-frequency networks that do not operate according to a published timetable, for which Frumin and Zhao (2012) find empirical support. A valid solution to the SPLC problem should provide su cient capacity for all passengers.
To define the SPLC problem formally, we use the Public Transport Network graph, PTN |F | , defined in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 defines the operating cost (OC ) and Section 4.3 defines passenger inconvenience, PI. Finally the model formulation is presented in Section 4.4. An overview of notation and terminology is provided in Table 1 .
The Public Transport Network
Consider a set of geographical transit lines, geolines G, containing both candidate shuttle lines and existing lines, and the set of all frequencies F. For each geoline g 2 G an ordered list of stops S g , and a set of potential frequencies F g ✓ F are defined. We extend the concept of geoline to include the option of walking from one station to the next. Walk arcs have infinite capacity, infinite frequency, and zero operating cost. Based on the set of geolines G and the set of frequencies F the directed Public Transport Network Graph (PTN |F | ), G(V, E), is defined as follows.
The node set V line contains a node for each direction of a geoline g 2 G, each stop of this line s 2 S g and each frequency f 2 F g . The node set V OD contains an entry node and an exit node for each unique geographical stop s 2 S g , g 2 G. Thus we define the node set of the graph as V := V OD [ V line . 
The arc set E line contains an arc for each consecutive pair of stops in S g , for each direction of each geoline g 2 G, and each frequency f 2 F. A separate arc for each direction of the geoline is needed as capacity constraints are direction specific. The set of entry and exit arcs E OD contains an arc connecting every entry node in V OD to any line node in V line serving the same geographical station, and an arc from any line node in V line to the exit node in V OD in the same geographical station. The set of transfer arcs E transf er contains an arc for any pair of geolines with a stop at the same geographical station. Note that because the line nodes V line are frequency and geoline specific, the transfer arcs in E transf er are also frequency and geoline specific. The network consists of 4 geolines. Each link in Figure 1 corresponds to two arcs: one for each direction of the line. There is a single frequency setting for the two regular lines, and four possible frequencies for the two shuttle lines. For each geographical shuttle line, each consecutive pair of stops on this line, and each possible frequency, a link is introduced in the public transport network graph. For each line node, there is an entry and exit arc from the respective entry and exit nodes of the physical station associated with the line node. Moreover, for nodes where transfers to other lines are possible, transfer arcs are introduced.
Throughout this paper PTN |F | refers to the public transport network graph defined by the full set of frequency options: PTN f refers to a graph with a single selected frequency for each geoline, which may be 0. The solution of the SPLC defines a PTN f .
Operating Cost
The operating cost (OC ) is equal to the sum of the operating costs of all lines g 2 G. The operating cost of a line g is equal to the sum of the costs of all vehicles assigned to the line. Since geolines include existing lines, a change in frequencies on existing lines contributes to the OC. The objective of the SPLC is to minimize Passenger Inconvenience using no more than the available operating budget.
Define l 2 L as the set of vehicle types, and L g as the subset of vehicle types that can be assigned to geoline g. Vehicle types distinguish between vehicles for di↵erent modes, vehicles with di↵erent seat capacities, and vehicles with di↵erent operating cost. Furthermore, define c lg as the operating cost per vehicle of type l assigned to geoline g. These costs may be vehicle type and geoline specific.
Operating geoline g at frequency f requires a minimum number of vehicles per hour ⌫ gf , which depends on the run time of the geoline g, the turn around times for vehicles assigned to this line, and the frequency f . Therefore the operating cost of a geoline g at frequency f , defined as the sum of the cost over all assigned vehicles to this geoline, depends on the route, the frequency, and the type of vehicle assigned to it.
Passenger Inconvenience
The SPLC model aims at reducing delay of passengers a↵ected by the closure while providing su cient capacity for all demand. Opened shuttle lines may attract passengers not a↵ected by the closure if they provide a shorter route. The SPLC model minimizes Passenger Inconvenience (PI ) defined as the sum of the di↵erences in costs of paths with and without the closure. As the costs of paths in the planned network are fixed, minimizing the costs of assigned paths in the network with the closure minimizes the sum of the di↵erences in cost.
If the PI is minimized over all passengers, PI can be reduced by improving service for passengers not a↵ected by the disruption. Therefore, in the SPLC model 1) all passengers need to be assigned to a path, 2) this path needs to be reasonable, that is, the cost of the path is within a small increment of the standard solution's path cost, and 3) all candidate shuttle lines should benefit a↵ected passengers. Consequently, passengers a↵ected by the disruption are neither ignored nor significantly worse o↵ than in the standard solution, and lines that only benefit passengers not a↵ected by the disruption are excluded. The solutions for the case study successfully reduce delay of a↵ected passengers. In the case where solutions benefit passengers not a↵ected by the disruption, the costs of paths could be adjusted to reflect delay instead of absolute costs. This could however, fail to capture all the demand attracted by shuttle lines in systems with free route choice.
The cost c p of a path in the public transport network is equal to the sum of the costs of the arcs in the path representing waiting time, in-vehicle time, and transfers. Entry arcs in E OD represent frequency dependent waiting time for the first vehicle given random arrivals of passengers. Costs of arcs in E line are equal to the in-vehicle time between the two stops connected by the arcs. Arcs in E transf er represent transfer costs, which are calculated as the expected waiting time to the transfer-to line as dependent on its frequency, plus a fixed transfer penalty.
Costs of arcs in a path can be mode, line, and station-specific. For instance, transfers at large stations can be penalized more than transfers at small stations, transfers to shuttles can be more costly than transfers to the same mode, and in-vehicle time cost can be geoline specific. Thus, the problem formulation allows for a realistic cost representation without additional complexity.
Model
Required input for the SPLC model is a set of geolines G, a set of allowed frequencies F, and a set of OD-groups Q. A single OD-group q : (s q , t q , w q , P q ) is defined by an origin node s q , a destination node t q , a (demand) weight w q , and a set of paths P q connecting s q to t q in PTN |F | . The PTN |F | is defined by G and F. The set of paths P q is obtained through the path generation method described in Section 5.1 and the path reduction method described in Section 5.2.
Continuous decision variables x pq define the flow from OD-group q traveling on path p in the PTN |F | , with x pq defined only for paths p 2 P q , q 2 Q. Binary decision variables y gf represent the decision of opening geoline g at frequency f . Decision variables v lg define the number of vehicles of type l assigned to geoline g, alongside which we define L g as the subset of vehicle types that can be assigned to geoline g. The choice of continuous or integer vehicle variables did not significantly a↵ect computation time in our case study. Some further notation: lg is the maximum number of passengers that can be transported by a single vehicle of type l assigned to geoline g, dependent on the vehicle capacity of type l and the length of line g. M g is the maximum number of passengers that can be transported on geoline g over all selections of frequency f 2 F and assignment of vehicle types l 2 L g , and l is the number of available vehicles of type l. Let P e denote the set of paths traversing arc e, and E gf denote the set of arcs representing geoline g at frequency
Objective: The objective function minimizes expected passenger inconvenience and operating cost. By setting c lg to zero, one can optimize passenger inconvenience, in which case the model selects the frequency for each line f 2 F such that the route assignment in PTN f has minimal passenger inconvenience over all possible f 2 F under fleet size constraints.
Capacitated multi-commodity flow component: Constraint (1) requires that all passengers are assigned to a path. Constraint (2) restricts the number of passengers per line-arc not to exceed the capacity of vehicles assigned to a geoline g. Note that this constraint is not frequency specific. Therefore constraint (3) restricts passengers to only use geolines at their operated frequency f . This restriction is frequency dependent but not dependent on the number of vehicles assigned to the line, thus, both constraints (2) and (3) are needed to fully specify the capacity constraints.
Together constraints (1), (2) and (3) form the capacitated multi-commodity flow component of the model. A path formulation is chosen even though there exists an exponential number of paths in the graph and an arc-based formulation contains the large (but linear) number of |E| ⇥ |Q| decision variables. As the majority of existing paths will never be included in an optimal solution, for most practical applications the path-based formulation often leads to a significant reduction in the number of variables in comparison to the arc-based formulation. This however, requires the identification of the set of candidate paths, which we discuss in Section 5. The SPLC model could be solved through column generation, however, for the presented case study this was not needed to obtain optimal solutions fast.
Line selection component: Constraints (4) to (6) define restrictions on the selection of lines. Constraint (4) restricts the choice to one frequency f per geoline g 2 G. Thus, if a line is operated, it has to be at least at the minimum frequency in F. Constraint (5) forces the number of vehicles assigned to geoline g to be at least equal to the minimum number of required vehicles to operate the line at frequency f , ⌫ gf , which depends on the run time of geoline g. Lastly, equation (6) captures vehicle type dependent fleet size constraints.
The SPLC problem formulation contains two decision variables for the line selection: y gf for the opening of geoline g at frequency f , and v lg for the number of vehicles of type l assigned to geoline g. A single decision variable y gf combines the choice of opening a geoline g with the selection of a frequency f , as proposed for railway line planning in Claessens et al. (1998) . This enables the formulation of an MIP that 1) allows specifying a minimum frequency conditional on the opening of a line, and 2) can include frequency dependent passenger inconvenience costs, such as waiting and transfer costs. The usage of y gf requires a discrete set of options, but there exists a continuous set of frequencies.
Moreover, included paths p are frequency dependent. Therefore the problem size grows rapidly with the number of frequency options included.
The choice of the set of frequencies F can change the model solution in the formulation of the SPLC inspired by Claessens et al. (1998) . Let us assume that the true optimal solution given a continuous set of frequencies includes a line y g 0 f 0 . However, F includes only y g 0 (f 0 ") and y g 0 (f 0 +") . Suppose y g 0 (f 0 ") provides insu cient capacity for all passenger demand, making it infeasible, and y g 0 (f 0 +") requires more vehicles than are available, making this solution also infeasible. In this case the model will propose a di↵erent solution, with di↵erent geolines than the true optimal solution.
Therefore, vehicle variables v lg are introduced so that more capacity can be assigned to y g 0 (f 0 ") , making this feasible. The y gf variables define the minimum number of vehicles, and the waiting and transfer time of passengers boarding this line, and no longer the y gf but the v lg define the available (passenger) capacity and operating cost. The inclusion of di↵erent types of vehicles that can be assigned to one line can be included without the need to specify all possible combinations of assignments, as would be required in the formulation inspired by Claessens et al. (1998) . Thus the problem of using vehicle variables can be solved using less frequency options, thereby greatly reducing the problem size, without the issues described above. This comes at the cost of slightly overestimating passenger transfer time and boarding time to lines where more vehicles are assigned than the minimum number required, as an assignment of more vehicles leads to higher frequency and thus lower PI, which is not included in the pre-computed path costs. By defining F based on small increments in headways, this di↵erence could be kept small, and results in a more accurate estimation of PI than in the previous models of Borndörfer et al. (2007) and Schöbel and Scholl (2006) that do not include frequency-dependent path costs.
Decision variables: Decision variables for passenger flow assigned to a path and number of vehicles assigned to a line are restricted to be positive by constraint (7) and (8), respectively. The inclusion of a geoline g at frequency f is a binary decision variable due to constraint (9).
Solution Approach
This section defines two important pre-processing steps: Section 5.1 proposes an approach for the generation of a set of reasonable paths, which are required input for the model defined in Section 4.4. Section 5.2 presents a path reduction procedure that significantly reduces the number of paths and increases the computational speed, without decreasing the quality of the solution. Together the generation of reasonable paths and the path reduction generate input for the SPLC model, which is then solved to optimality using CPLEX 12.6.
Path Generation
Path generation constructs the set of reasonable paths P q for each OD-group in a given PTN |F | . The concept of reasonable paths follows Ceder and Wilson (1986) , who limit the acceptable paths to some value above the absolute shortest path. We define a path as reasonable if its cost does not exceed the cost of the standard path, rather than the shortest path, by more than an increment ↵. The standard path is defined as the shortest path in the solution to the link closure closest to normal operations: a graph defined by the planned frequency of all lines, the closure, and the standard replacement shuttle around the closure at its maximum frequency. The standard path forms a natural reference point for both passenger path lengths and the operator's operating budget defined as the available fleet size.
The criteria and construction method that lead to a set of reasonable paths are defined for each OD-group, which contrasts with the global criteria generally used for column generation. A column generation approach will stop adding a new path p ⇤ to the set of candidate paths P when there exists no path p ⇤ 2 PTN f , p ⇤ 6 2 P that would reduce the overall passenger inconvenience. This global condition would allow adding paths that are purely in the interest of the global social optimum but not in the interest of the OD-group itself. Because passengers are allowed to freely choose their route in the network (within certain limits), some of these altruistic paths p ⇤ may be unrealistic in practice. Using the incremental cost ↵, one could consider the set of reasonable paths to be the set of paths between which passengers are indi↵erent, and thus exclude purely altruistic paths. Defining the path set per OD-group, and not at the system level, is a better reflection of the assumption of free route choice for each passenger. As an additional advantage, this specification allows the decoupling of the problem: the path set P q can now be specified for each OD-pair separately.
The construction uses the concept of a geopath. Given a path p 2 PTN |F | , the translation of this path to a geopath p is defined by storing only the geoline information without the frequency information for each arc in the path. The translation of a path p to the corresponding set of paths in PTN |F | is defined by the set of all possible paths in PTN |F | that contain the same geoarcs as path p . These paths can be constructed by finding all frequency-specific arcs that match the geoarcs in p , and generating from these arcs all possible paths that have the exact same ordering of geoarcs as p . Thus given a set of geopaths, these paths can be translated into a set of paths in PTN |F | .
The intuition behind our approach is the following. For each candidate shuttle geoline we construct a graph consisting of the existing network, the line closure, and the candidate shuttle service at its maximum frequency. Note that we do not include the standard shuttle line in these graphs. Shortest paths for all OD-groups are calculated. The reasonable geopaths are then added to the candidate set, that is, all geopaths for which the estimated cost does not exceed the cost of the standard path by more than ↵ units. Finally, the set of geopaths is translated to PTN |F | to arrive at the full candidate set P q .
The concept of reasonable paths prevents passengers from being assigned to paths that make them considerably worse o↵ than in the standard solution. However, it is not guaranteed that passengers are assigned to their shortest path. For instance, when both the standard path and a shorter path exist in the final solution for an OD-group q, a passenger from q may be assigned to either path based on what results in the lowest global passenger inconvenience given certain budget constraints. Moreover, limiting the choice set to reasonable paths, may result in an overall more expensive solution. However, when choosing an appropriately small ↵, passengers can be considered to be indi↵erent between these paths, as they are all part of the reasonable path set, and their costs di↵er by at most ↵.
Path reduction
An OD-group consists of an OD-pair, a weight, and a path set. Given a set of OD-groups Q for a PTN |F | , the path reduction constructs a new set of OD-groups Q 0 . The path reduction aims at reducing the number of paths and OD-groups contained in a new ODgroup set, without changing the outcome of the route assignment. Computational results for the case study show that the path reduction reduces the set of OD-groups and paths by at least a factor of two, and decreases the computation time even more.
The SPLC model includes demand for all OD-groups, as any of these may be a↵ected by the closure: some OD-groups have multiple paths to choose from to traverse the closure, other OD-groups do not traverse the closure but find a faster alternative in one of the candidate shuttles. Moreover, OD-groups can be a↵ected by a change in demand resulting from the closure or a change in frequency on the existing line. Thus, in order to estimate passenger inconvenience and required capacity correctly, demand for all OD-groups needs to be included.
Each path of each OD-group introduces a new decision variable in the SPLC formulation. However, for the majority of OD-groups the path choice in terms of the geographical lines and stops is fixed, but still several paths are included for the di↵erent frequencies.
For these OD-groups including demand per link leads to the same demand assignment as including a set of candidate paths the demand of the groups needs to be assigned to. The intuition behind the path reduction is to split passenger demand into demand that can be geolink-based since there is only one geopath, and demand for which there are multiple geopaths available, which requires a path based assignment. This is done within passenger groups. Although this does not necessarily reduce the number of paths and passenger groups, our case study results show that the practical benefits are significant.
The path reduction process is based on the geopath-translation, including entrance and transfer arcs, of the path set of OD-group q, which, to improve readability, we will still denote by P q in this section. Note that any geopath can be translated into a new set of paths in PTN |F | , as discussed in Section 5.1.
Definition and properties
For an OD-group q 2 Q we define s ⇤ q as the last common node among geopaths P q before a change in the stop sequence, and t ⇤ q as the first common node after s ⇤ q , meaning that all geopaths in P q contain the arcs from s to s ⇤ q and the arcs from t ⇤ q to t. Let A ⇤ be the set of all arcs between s q and s ⇤ q and all arcs between t ⇤ q and t q . Furthermore, we define a new geopath set P ⇤ by adding the remaining sub-path of each geopath p 2 P q after removing all arcs a 2 A ⇤ from this path. Note that by the construction of A ⇤ and P ⇤ all paths
A new set of OD-groups Q 0 is constructed by defining:
These new OD-groups q 0 are only defined for non-empty A ⇤ and P ⇤ . A ⇤ is empty when P q contains multiple geopaths with fully disjoint arc sets, and therefore P q = P ⇤ . P ⇤ is empty when all arcs in P q are contained in all geopaths of P q , thus when P q contains only one geopath. Paths are compared on an arc basis, thus including geoline-specific transfers, and new OD-groups are defined on a node basis. Thus transferring passengers, arriving passengers, and in-train passengers can be distinguished.
Observation I: the path set P q 0 is uniquely defined by the origin and destination node of the new OD-groups q 0 2 Q 0 . The cost of a path c p is the sum of the cost of all arcs in the path. The cost of a single arc is independent of the cost of other arcs in the path, consisting of geoline specific entrance arcs, line arcs, transfer arcs and exit arcs. Thus, for any new q 0 , q 00 2 Q 0 that have the same s ⇤ q , t ⇤ q , the additional inconvenience of an assignment to any path p in the subset of paths P ⇤ of either q 0 , q 00 is equal for both q 0 , q 00 independent of the OD-pairs of q 0 , q 00 . Moreover any path p ⇤ 2 P ⇤ will be part of both q 0 , q 00 as the concept of a reasonable path is defined as a fixed incremental cost on top of the standard path. Thus, any reasonable path of q 0 is a reasonable path of q 00 and vice versa, and therefore the path set P q 0 and P q 00 are the same. It is straightforward to see that the same holds true for any OD-group defined by a single arc a 2 A ⇤ . Therefore, whenever there are two OD-groups q 0 , q 00 with s q 0 = s q 00 , t q 0 = t q 00 we define a new combined OD-group q 000 := {s q 000 = s q 0 , t q 000 = t q 0 , w q 000 = w q 0 + w q 00 , P q 000 = P q 0 } replacing q 0 , q 00 in Q 0 . Observation II: The path reduction process will not increase the number of paths by more than the number of arcs in PTN |F | . By construction, paths are added for arcs in A ⇤ and paths in P ⇤ . The maximum number of paths resulting from A ⇤ is smaller than, or equal to the number of arcs in PTN |F | (because of the first observation). Paths resulting from P ⇤ are subpaths of the original path set of OD-group q, and therefore this number is smaller than or equal to the number of paths in the original passenger group.
However, path reduction is likely to reduce the number of paths and the number of ODgroups because of the first observation. The number of decision variables is determined by P q2Q |P q |. Thus, both a reduction in the number of groups and the number of paths will lead to a reduction in the size of the mathematical programming problem defined in Section 4.4.
Observation III: a minimum inconvenience route assignment is the same for Q and Q 0 given a PTN |F | . By construction, paths are only split into multiple portions for those arcs that occur in all paths of the passenger group. Fixing this part of the assignment does not limit the path assignment model. Moreover, any path assignment of Q 0 can thus always be translated to a path in Q, and vice versa. The cost of a path is defined as the sum of its arc costs, which contains transfer arcs and entrance arcs. The arc costs are independent of their position in the path. Therefore the cost of assigning a passenger to the full path in Q is equal to the cost of assigning a passenger to all disjunct subsets of the path included in Q 0 . Therefore, the minimum inconvenience route assignments of Q and Q 0 are the same.
Remark : The path reduction process could be used independent of the concept of reasonable paths. However, in that case the path sets may not be uniquely defined by the origin and destination nodes s, t, possibly leading to a higher number of OD-groups.
Example
Consider the previously introduced public transport network and the associated graph given in Figure 2 . For this network all reasonable geopaths for the OD-groups in the set Q, where Q contains all passengers traveling to node V , are drawn in Figure 3a . This graph is again a schematic representation and arcs, nodes, and path segments representing entry and exit are omitted for reasons of clarity. Path reduction will compare the set of paths P q for each OD-group q 2 Q and then introduce the set of new OD-groups based on the comparison. Take for example (s q , t q ) = (A, V ). There are two reasonable paths: One passing through X and the other through T . Comparing these two paths, the last common node is s ⇤ q = D, while the first common node is t ⇤ q = V . Thus new OD-groups are introduced for (A, B), (B, C), (C, D) and (D, V ) that collectively replace the original group A, V . Moreover an OD-group for the entry arc at station A is introduced (not shown in Figure 3a) . A separate group for the exit arc at V will not be introduced as passengers may arrive from di↵erent directions at V . Distinguishing boarding and transfer arcs is essential to take into account the waiting time and transfer time of passengers.
For each of the groups in Q we follow this procedure and find a new OD-group set Q 0 for which the resulting paths are shown in Figure 3b . The number of paths is reduced by a factor of 5 in this example. Also in our case study we find that the number of paths is significantly reduced, and as a result the computational speed is increased. Figure 3a may lead to the idea to simply cut o↵ all branches, such as branch A-D. However, there are several reasons why this should not be done. First of all, it is important for the measurement of passenger inconvenience to distinguish passengers transferring at D from passengers who are in a vehicle at D and passengers who originate at D. Secondly, when one allows changes in the frequency on existing lines, this a↵ects all passengers on the line, and thus requires considering passengers traveling outside the area of the disruption. Finally, an existing line could experience an increase in demand, which could lead to shortages of capacity for passengers not a↵ected by the disruption. Therefore it is important that any translation will lead to the same passenger inconvenience as the full OD matrix. The path reduction process meets this requirement.
Application
In this section we apply the SPLC model to a real life case study of a network closure in the urban rail network of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) in Boston, Massachusetts, in the United States. We show that the SPLC model is able to find better solutions than the current standard practice at the MBTA which uses a single shuttle service to replace the track section being closed for repair. Moreover, through a sensitivity analysis we show that the proposed model's solutions are relatively robust against changes in demand and changes in the trade o↵ of passenger inconvenience and operating cost. Finally we demonstrate that the model's solutions are of good quality under di↵erent assumptions about passenger behavior. Although the model formulation does not specifically optimize for robustness, the use of reasonable paths, as defined in Section 5, contributes to this property.
The case study is based on actual data which is described in Section 6.1. The experimental design is presented in Section 6.2. The model's solutions are discussed in Section 6.3, and finally Section 6.4 reports computational performance demonstrating the improvement in computation time of the model compared to prior formulations.
Data
The case study uses actual data from the MBTA urban rail network in Boston. Part of the 'Red Line' will be periodically suspended on weekends between 2013-2017 due to major maintenance work on the Longfellow Bridge. On such occasions, three stations central in the network will no longer be connected by the rail line. One in eight of the passengers traveling by metro in Boston on these days will be a↵ected by this closure. The following discusses the input data consisting of the Origin-Destination (OD) matrix, public transport network, and candidate shuttle lines. The problem size is indicated in Table 2 .
OD-matrix:
The OD matrix is estimated based on fare payment data on five Saturdays between August 31, 2013 and September 28, 2013. Peak hour demand is estimated from the average peak demand between 2pm and 4pm on these days. The OD-demand matrix contains 1397 di↵erent OD-pairs.
Public Transport Network: The public transport network analyzed contains 113 stations, representing the full subway system of the MBTA with just two exceptions: some stations on the Green line were excluded due to lack of OD-information, together with some stations at the southern end of the Red Line, where very few passengers travel on the weekends. Stations are connected by 300 directed geographically distinct links under normal operations.
The core of the MBTA network is depicted in Figure 4 The travel times are based on the planned schedule. The translation of the network to PTN |F | for normal operations results in a graph with 405 nodes and 1543 directed arcs. This graph includes nodes and arcs for transfers, entrances and exits for a single frequency for each line. The size of PTN |F | including shuttles is larger and depends on the size of the candidate shuttle pool and the set of frequencies per line, as discussed in Section 4.1.
Candidate shuttle pool: The current strategy of the MBTA is to maintain connectivity along the original Red Line route by connecting the Kendall, Charles, and Park stations through a shuttle bus service running at 1 minute headways. We show that considering a broader set of candidate shuttle lines can significantly reduce passenger inconvenience with no increase in MBTA budget.
The candidate shuttle pool results from a demand analysis and an exploration of the network. In the demand analysis we identified the main attractor stations of demand for passengers traversing the link closures. The shuttle lines were constructed by connecting all attractor stations within a maximum distance of each other and requiring the shuttle lines to form one new direct connection between a station of the line a↵ected by the closure and a station of another line, or the other part of the split line.
This procedure resulted in 14 di↵erent geolines, connecting 2 to 5 stations per line. Candidate shuttle lines are shown in Figure 5 . Shorter versions of these lines were also included in the problem. The standard shuttle, that replaces the closed section of the line, is included in this set. The 14 candidate lines also include shuttles between stations beyond the closure. Such shuttle lines were selected in the solution of the SPLC model. Travel Finally, in addition to shuttle connections, we included the option of walking between selected stations that are close together, that is, less than 10 minutes walking time. Allowing passengers to walk between these stations acknowledges that the OD matrix is just an estimate of the passenger's true origin and destination, and prevents the assignment of passengers to public transport routes for parts of their journey that are easily walkable. 
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Experimental Design
All experiments are based on two cases: one scheduling shuttles, the second scheduling both shuttles and allowing a redistribution of vehicles on the Red Line, as well as changing the frequencies on both parts. We evaluate di↵erent objective functions, di↵erent demand levels, and the robustness of the solution under di↵erent passenger behavioral assumptions. The quality of solutions is measured by the passenger inconvenience (PI ), compared to PI of the standard solution (Sf st ) of a single shuttle replacing the closed links. OC is presented as the required number of shuttles for the solution, which defines OC as all shuttles in our case study have equal cost. An overview of the complete experimental design is provided in Table 3 .
Shuttle Scheduling and Network Scheduling:
We study two cases for the Longfellow Bridge closure. The first, Shuttle Scheduling (C shut ), considers only the introduction of shuttle lines in the current network. The second, Network Scheduling (C netw ), considers both the introduction of new shuttle lines in the current network, and the redistribution of vehicles and the frequency setting on both sections of the Red Line. The number of vehicles assigned to the two disconnected sections of the Red Line is limited to the current number of available vehicles for the line. Moreover, a cost is included for the change in the number of drivers a new frequency requires in comparison to the current 8 minute headway schedule. A decrease in frequency of one section of the line can compensate the cost for an increase in frequency of the other section of the line. Finally, a budget constraint is added so that the total operating cost do not exceed the budget available for C shut . The frequency candidate set contains headways between 4 and 10 minutes in 1 minute increments.
For each shuttle line we introduce a frequency such that the headway varies between 1 and 10 minutes in 1 minute increments. The operating cost increases nonlinearly with the decrease in headways. The SPLC problem formulation allows assigning more vehicles to a line, however, PI depends on the selected frequencies. Therefore it is more important to gradually change PI than OC for the included set of frequencies. Although a continuous set of frequencies are feasible per line, in Section 6.4 we establish that indeed the inclusion of 10 frequency options is su cient, that is, the optimal solution does not change when the set of frequencies is defined at to a finer level.
Objective function: The objective is to minimize PI due to the closure within a budget for OC. However, possibly there are good solutions using less vehicles, or the maximum fleet size has yet not been determined. Therefore three di↵erent objectives are compared:
• Ob L PI : minimizing PI with a limited shuttle pool
• Ob L PI,OC : minimizing PI and OC with a limited shuttle pool
• Ob N PI,OC : minimizing PI and OC with an unlimited shuttle pool.
Both PI and OC are expressed in monetary terms. MBTA bus operating costs are approximately $140 per hour. Passenger inconvenience is expressed in terms of value of time, defined as the weighted total travel time, including waiting time, transfers, and in-vehicle time, multiplied by an estimate of the wage per hour. We conduct a sensitivity analysis for di↵erent assumptions about the value of time and di↵erent levels of demand. This includes three levels for the wage per hour !:= {$8, $16, $32}, ranging between the minimum wage and average wage in Massachusetts, and four demand levels to scale the OD matrix by := {0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2}, with = 1 equal to the current average (peak) demand. These options reflect both a reduction in demand as the expected inconvenience may result in some passengers postponing their trips or changing mode, and an increase in demand that may be caused by major sporting events, such as a Boston Red Sox game. Finally, the shuttle pool is limited to the number of shuttles required for the standard solution Sf st under any demand scenario.
The PI is defined as the weighted sum of the costs of the arcs in the paths assigned to passengers. The waiting time to board a vehicle is defined as the expected waiting time for the first arrival based on random passenger arrivals and the scheduled frequency.
For transfers between any metro or shuttle line, the waiting time is defined as the waiting time for a random arrival at the transfer-to line plus a fixed transfer-penalty, which reflects average transfer inconvenience in the MBTA network where arrivals of lines are not synchronized to enable easy transfers and penalizes additional transfers (and waiting time) due to he closure. We define the costs of waiting time to be three times the cost of in-vehicle time, as first proposed in Quarmby (1967) . Wardman (2004) lists more studies that find broadly similar results, although his results suggest that the actual costs may depend on other variables such as the trip purpose.
The SPLC model minimizes overall PI, and consequently not necessarily all passengers are assigned to their preferred path. The true preferred path of a passenger is unknown. Common approaches to modeling path choice are that each passenger follows the shortest path or that passengers choose one of a set of reasonable alternatives, based on some probabilistic rule. To address this we evaluate the robustness of the obtained solution under two di↵erent passenger behavior models. The first model, RA sp , assigns passengers to their shortest path in the proposed network. The second model, RA prob , assigns passengers probabilistically, based on a logit model to one of two candidate routes in the proposed network: (1) the shortest path and (2) the geographical route that follows most closely the standard route. The probability of choosing path p i , i 2 {1, 2}, is defined as:
Where c p i is the weighted travel time of the path, and ✓ = 0.2 such that even if the di↵erence between the p i 's is 15 minutes, 5% of the passengers still travel along the (longer) standard path (for example, reflecting inertia).
Both assignments, unlike the route assignment in the SPLC model, do not consider capacity constraints, but depend only on the 'optimal' set of geolines and their frequencies.
In order to make a fair comparison between the quality of the solutions, the OC is recalculated such that su cient capacity is provided for all passengers to follow their preferred route, and that all lines are operated at a frequency no less than specified in the solution of the SPLC model. However, the PI is not adjusted for the resulting increases in frequency. Thus, conservative estimates are presented of both OC and PI, 
Results
This section discusses the results of the case study according to the experimental design defined in Section 6.2. First the model solution is discussed in Section 6.3.1, then Section 6.3.2 reports on the sensitivity analysis.
Solution
A solution for the SPLC problem defines the set of lines to be operated and their frequencies given PTN |F | defined by the geolines, the set of closed links, and the set of possible frequencies per line. Given the demand, a set of reasonable paths, and the number of available vehicles, the model identifies the set of frequencies that minimize the objective function: the weighted sum of passenger inconvenience and operating cost. A solution's quality is compared against current practice, and measures PI relative to normal operations, so that it is possible to conclude that a solution is not just better than the standard solution for line closures, but also a good overall solution in the event of a line closure. This section presents results for the cases C shut and C netw with objective Ob L PI,OC , wage != $16, and demand scale =0.8, which we define as the base case 1 . Two shuttle lines are operated in the C shut solution. The resulting network is shown in Figure 6 . The solution includes shuttle (1) operated at a headway of slightly less than 3 minutes, and shuttle (2) at a headway of 2 minutes. Shuttle (2) provides a direct high frequency connection between Harvard, Central, and Hynes: three of the major trip attractors in the network, thereby eliminating two transfers for these passengers and reducing waiting time (headways on the metro lines are 8 minutes, the shuttle runs at 2 minutes). This illustrates how shuttles beyond the closed area can significantly reduce delay, without increasing OC.
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The solution for C netw operates the Northern branch of the Red Line at 4 minute headways instead of 8 minutes. The 4 minute headway comes at the cost of a lower frequency of 10 minute headways on the southern branch of the Red Line and the additional need for about 4 drivers. The total number of vehicles on the Red Line stays the same. The solution operates shuttle (1) in Figure 6 at a 2 minute headway, and a modified version of shuttle (2) starting at Central (i.e. omitting the Harvard section) at a 3 minute headway. Although this introduces an additional transfer for all Harvard passengers, the higher frequency on this part of the Red Line compensates for this increase in inconvenience. Table 4 shows PI and OC for the Sf mod solution and the standard Sf st solution for the C shut and C netw base cases. PI is expressed as the percentage increase in passenger inconvenience over standard operations. The OC is presented as the number of shuttle buses required, given a fixed cost of $140 per bus the OC follows directly from this. The OC of C netw represents the total cost for shuttles and additional drivers on the Red Line in terms of shuttles. Lower values for PI and OC represent better solutions.
The model's solution for C shut , allowing bus deployment to shuttle services only, has a lower OC than Sf st (61 instead of 64 buses) and a PI of 15.7%, reducing PI by 40% compared to the standard solution. For example, for a passenger who makes a 40 minutes trip under normal conditions and travels over the links which will be closed, in the standard solution the journey would be 10 minutes longer (on average), and 6 minutes (on average) longer in the model solution.
In the C netw solution, which allows redistribution of vehicles and selecting a new frequency within a feasible range on the two Red Line sections, the passenger inconvenience is reduced to 11.1% -a reduction of 57% compared to the standard solution. This results in a delay of 4 minutes instead of 10 minutes in the previous example. The solution has a lower operating cost than both the standard solution and C shut (55 shuttle equivalent instead of 64 or 61, respectively), while using the same number of cars in the Red Line.
The distribution of PI over passengers for the standard C shut and the C netw solutions respectively are given in Figure 7 as the weighted additional travel time per passenger in comparison to normal operations. Passengers with no change in inconvenience in comparison to normal operations are excluded from the graph. A unique translation of the path reduction passenger assignment to an assignment per original OD-group does not exist whenever a passenger group is assigned to multiple paths. Therefore we base the analysis of per passenger inconvenience on a shortest path assignment in the network, which has a similar PI as discussed in Section 6.3.2.
Both solutions for C shut and C netw reduce worst case delays, and distribute delay more evenly over passengers than the standard approach Sf st . In the standard solution most passengers have a weighted delay of 25-30 minutes. The C shut and C netw greatly reduce the number of passengers experiencing a delay of 25 minutes or more, and reduce delay to under 15 minutes for most passengers. The C netw solution reduces worst case delays for more passengers than the C shut at a lower OC, although it also has a higher number of passengers with small delays (between 0 and 5 minutes) than C shut solution.
Moreover, the C netw case benefits non-a↵ected passengers by operating a higher frequency on the Northern Branch of the Red Line, explaining the -5 minutes delay bar in the graph. The percentage of passengers experiencing inconvenience from the closure is 28% for Sf st , 23% for C shut and 22% for C netw . Thus the C netw reduces PI not only by providing better connections for non-a↵ected passengers, but also by reducing inconvenience for a↵ected passengers 
Sensitivity analysis
This section discusses the quality of the solution for di↵erent objective functions, demand levels, and its robustness under di↵erent passenger assignment models according to the experimental design presented in Section 6.2.
Objectives: The SPLC model has the objective of minimizing passenger inconvenience at a constrained operating cost. We compared three di↵erent formulations of the objective function: Ob L PI,OC , Ob L PI and Ob N PI,OC . In Ob L PI,OC and in Ob N PI,OC PI is weighted by the value of time, assuming three di↵erent values: !:= {8, 16, 32} $/hr. For the di↵erent objectives Table 5 presents the range of PI and OC over these three di↵erent values of time for both the C shut and C netw cases. PI is expressed as the percentage increase over normal operations (with the same value of time), and OC as the number of shuttle buses. The Ob L PI solutions do not depend on !. The Ob N PI,OC uses a significantly higher number of shuttles for a relatively small increase in PI : 69 busses for a reduction in PI of 0.8 percent point (Ob L PI ) or 0.9 percent point (Ob L PI,OC ), at a cost of respectively 5 and 7 shuttles for C shut . The C netw has a higher di↵erence in OC for a smaller di↵erence in PI. An unconstrained fleet size thus can lead to a large variation in the number of shuttles in a solution given the relative weights assigned to PI and OC in the objective. The advantage of Ob L PI,OC is that, because the fleet size is constrained, di↵erent weights lead to smaller di↵erences in solutions. Not assigning any weight at all to the OC, as in Ob L PI , solutions may contain unnecessarily many shuttles: 2 (C shut ) to 6 (C netw ) shuttles could be saved by increasing PI with 0.1% point, an OC reduction that is 5 to 9 times as high as the resulting increase in PI. Therefore, Ob L PI,OC can assist operators best in making the right trade-o↵ between the PI and OC without a high sensitivity to chosen weights, and the results for the case study clearly illustrates that redesigning the network can reduce both PI and OC. Demand: The base case assumes a demand loss of 20% due to the closure. Although this is MBTA's best estimate, demand could be lower when passengers can easily postpone their trips, or have access to other modes. However, when the added passenger inconvenience is small the resulting decrease in demand may also be small. Major sports events could even increase demand. Because the demand is uncertain, we evaluate the sensitivity of the solutions for demand scaled by = {0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2}.
The PI and OC for all scenarios are given in Table 6 for the mixed objective with limited fleet size, Ob L PI,OC . Both an increase and a reduction of demand (slightly) increases PI in comparison to the base scenario (0.8) for both C shut and C netw . The increase in PI at higher demand levels is caused by the limited fleet size of 64 shuttles, which is not enough to provide a similar service, especially at a 20% demand increase. Increasing the fleet size reduces PI , but requires a significant extension of the fleet (77 and 84 busses for = {1.0, 1.2} for C shut ). PI also increases when demand decreases, as a decrease in demand reduces the relative benefit of operating lines at a higher frequency, and less vehicles are therefore employed than at higher demand levels, resulting in lower OC and also a slightly lower PI for Ob L PI,OC and Ob N PI,OC . In terms of shuttle services for C shut , at = 0.6 the same lines are proposed as in the base case ( = 0.8), but operating at lower frequencies. The resulting public transport network is shown in Figure 6 . For = {1.0, 1.2} a third shuttle connecting the Red Line to Lechmere station is proposed in addition to shuttle (1), and a shorter version of shuttle (2) operating from Central Square to Hynes/Massachusetts Avenue is included. The short lines (2) and (3) help cope with the increased demand by using the same number of shuttle buses. The PI and OC of the solutions with original shuttles (1) and (2), and the solution with three shuttle lines, are fairly similar. Thus the base solution is satisfactory even with higher demand, as long as the frequencies are adjusted accordingly. Results for C netw are similar, with higher frequencies of shorter lines, and a connection to Lechmere at high demand. does not fully reflect free route choice. This section therefore investigates the robustness of the solution under di↵erent assumptions on passenger route choice behavior.
The PI and OC for the model's route assignment RA mod , the shortest path route assignment RA sp , and the probabilistic route assignment RA prob in the network of the model's solution are shown in Table 7 for the base case C shut . PI is not very sensitive to the route assignment model. Actually PI is within 0.4% points from the model's estimated PI. The OC for the two di↵erent route assignment models increases. However, the OC is a conservative estimate (upper bound) of costs, as it estimates costs of lines based on the maximum vehicles per line needed for either the SPLC solution or the new passenger assignment solution. If the frequency of lines is reduced to mirror the decrease in demand due to the changed route assignment models, the increase in OC would be lower.
The delay distributions of RA sp and RA prob , shown in Figure 8 , are similar. In comparison to the standard solution, both route assignment models reduce passenger inconvenience by reducing the worst case delays. Results are similar for both the C shut and C netw cases at di↵erent levels of ! and , and for other objective functions. 
Computational considerations
The computational benefits of the new formulation using vehicle variables and the path reduction preprocessing step are evaluated in this section. Two formulations for the SPLC problem are compared: 1) SPLC(y, v), containing both vehicle variables v and line variables y, and 2) SPLC(y), containing line variables y only, which is a more straightforward adaption of Claessens et al. (1998) to the SPLC problem. All computational experiments were run using CPLEX version 12.6 on an Intel I7 3.07GHz processor using the default settings assigning 0.5GB of memory to the program.
Path reduction: The path reduction process reduces the number of OD groups by 75 % (from 1397 to 320). The number of di↵erent paths is reduced by more than 50 %. For example, with 10 frequency options per shuttle line the number of paths is reduced from 59,237 to 25,179 (reduction of 57%), while with 40 frequency options per shuttle line the number of paths is reduced from 224,666 to 99,726 paths (reduction of 56%). The number of x pq decision variables is thus greatly reduced, thereby almost equally reducing problem size as the great majority of decision variables result from x pq . Moreover, many of the new paths are 'simple' paths that traverse a single geo-arc. This might further contribute to decreasing the computation time.
The CPLEX optimization running time (T opt ) and the total running time including preprocessing (T tot ) for solving the problem with and without path reduction are given in Table 8 . The candidate frequency set for both the SPLC(y) and SPLC(y, v) formulations are chosen such that the resulting solutions are comparable. For both formulations, the path reduction process reduces computational time significantly: it is 58 times faster for the SPLC(y) case and 10 times faster for the SPLC(y, v) case, without changing the problem definition or optimal solution value. Therefore, in the discussion that follows, it will be used in all reported computation times. Vehicle variables: We search for the number of frequency settings per model to arrive at comparable solutions. We find that at 40 options the SPLC(y) and SPLC(y, v) models propose the same shuttle lines, with a di↵erence in objective value of only 0.1%. The computation times for optimizing through CPLEX (T opt ) and the total run time including preprocessing (T tot ) shown in Table 9 are for di↵erent frequency options of the two formulations SPLC(y) and SPLC(y, v). The SPLC(y, v) solves the model 5 times faster, in 9.53 seconds instead of 56.6 seconds respectively, as it requires only 10 frequencies to arrive at the same solution as the SPLC(y) formulation with 40 frequencies. The addition of vehicle variables itself does not speed up the computation time, solving SPLC(y, v) with 40 frequencies in 871 seconds is slower than SPLC(y). But the SPLC(y, v) formulation with 10 frequencies finds the same solution as the SPLC(y, v) with 40 frequencies. Thus, because the SPLC(y, v) requires less frequencies it is significantly faster than the SPLC(y) formulation. The SPLC(y, v) formulation together with the path reduction are able to solve the model 345 times faster, from 3297 seconds to 9.53 seconds as shown in Table 8 . Cases and Objectives: Computation times for the cases C shut and C netw are presented in Table 10 . For all objective functions, the SPLC(y, v) formulation is faster than the SPLC(y) formulation. It computes C shut in a minimum of 9.53 seconds, versus 39.48 for the SPLC(y) formulation, thus 4 times faster. For the more complex case C netw computing time is 28.2 seconds and 1192 seconds respectively, thus SPLC(y, v) computation time is around 40 times faster than the SPLC(y) formulation, 10 times more than the speed increase for the C shut case. These results suggest that the benefit of the SPLC(y, v) formulation increases as the problem complexity increases.
There are significant di↵erences in computation times for di↵erent objective functions as shown in Table 10 . Ob L PI is fastest, Ob L PI,OC is 1.5 times as long and the Ob N PI,OC is 3 times longer than the Ob L PI . We were not able to solve the SPLC(y) formulation with objective Ob N PI,OC due to insu cient memory. By estimating an appropriate upper bound on the number of vehicles, the Ob N PI,OC could be solved using the Ob L PI,OC for di↵erent fleet sizes, thus increasing the computation speed. 
Conclusion and Discussion
This paper presents a new analytic model for the design of shuttle services for planned closures in high frequency urban transportation networks. A new formulation is proposed that allows the selection of the frequency for new and existing lines, while minimizing passenger inconvenience, including frequency dependent transfer and waiting costs, within a budget for operating cost. A sensitivity analysis including di↵erent demand levels, di↵erent objective functions, and di↵erent assumptions about passenger route choice behavior is included. It is shown that the proposed formulation is able to find good solutions quickly for real life cases of planned closures, making this model a candidate for real time applications. The solutions are better both in terms of passenger inconvenience and operating cost in comparison to the standard practice.
The proposed model formulation combines the ideas of Borndörfer et al. (2007) of a path formulation with the idea of Schöbel and Scholl (2006) to include transfers, and the idea of Claessens et al. (1998) to combine the capacity assignment and the opening of lines into one decision variable. We extend these ideas with the introduction of additional vehicle decision variables that relax the assignment of capacity to a line, while still including integer decision variables of which lines to operate. This allows the specification of a minimum frequency for a line that is operated, as well as frequency dependent costs of path assignments.
The model is somewhat limited by the assumption that demand and frequencies are not time dependent. Although this assumption is fair and common in high frequency networks with cyclical timetables, it might not be valid for all public transportation networks. Future research could focus on extending the model formulation to time dependent problems. For more complex problems, the proposed model could be combined with a dynamic column generation approach. The combination of column generation with the proposed path reduction process could be an interesting area of research for any multi-commodity flow model. The proposed path reduction process assumes there is su cient capacity available to transport all demand. In real time disruptions capacity shortages may arise, leading to competition amongst passengers for seats. How to include this competition in the model and path reduction, specifically preventing unrealistical altruistic behavior of passengers to reach a social optimum, is identified for future research.
Finally, the introduction of the concept of reasonable paths is a first step towards including realistic passenger behavior in systems with free route choice. Future research could extend on this, for instance extending the ideas proposed in Schmidt (2012) for an arc-formulation to the path formulation used in this paper.
